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In some passages of the text I do not write directly for obvious reasons. To illustrate some phenomena better, I 

use the description of dual reality and the Earth calculation of time, although everything is happening non-dually 

in the now, anyway. I present some processes in the simplest possible way, so that they are understandable. Those 

who need to understand the text, will understand without any difficulties. The text is meant to be read with the 

Heart. 
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(1) 

To begin with, a short summary of September.  

As of so far, September was the most intense month in terms of descending energy and the significance of 

occurred processes. The most important process was the beginning of the actual collapse of a dual reality. 

Firstly, on 6 September there was a strong (although not the first) solar flash that initiated, seems, the first in 

the history of Schuman Resonance readings a complete, so long, break in emission (approx. 9 days). In result, 

between 6-11 September very strong energies of the Unconditional Love reached the Earth uplifting a collective 

level of vibration. On results of this event, I will write in the next parts of the report.  

As a consequence, the first central event on 8 September (England) took place, that will initiate the complete 

change of the course of the events globally. I prognosed that event in September. I said that ‘there are exact 

entries on central events in the near future (…), however, it is unknown when exactly they happen taking into 

account earthy time line’.  

Let me remind you, that a central event affects the whole population and for everyone takes place at the same 

time. This is a central nexus from which – radially in all directions – branch off secondary events, that affect 

subsequent places and people. It reminds a circular net with a central nexus in the middle.  

A lot has been written on events in England. I add, that this is the beginning of the collapse of the three main 

pillars of humanity enslavement: the financial system (London), the knowledge (Vatican), and the economic 

system (Washington). What is visible in the energetic space the ‘change of guards’ in England looks like a short 

one (3,5 years, up to 2026). It will though cause a global relaxation of the politics and financials. What will it 

bring in a matter – the reality will show.  

From a global perspective, the event on 8 September caused a massive change in energies. Sensitive people 

could feel a very strong tension during days just before the central event (6 and 7 September). On the other 

hand, on 9 September, in the energetic field we could feel a massive lightness and a significant increase of 

a vibration level. This happens always when the overall energetic balance changes to higher whilst a strong, 

low vibrational energy goes away.  

This event commenced a physical decay of a dual world (the actual mechanism of same from the energy 

perspective I described in details in September 2022 report).  

In a summary: the decay of a dual world (reality ego-mind) commences by the full separation from each other 

of opposite timelines, an increase of vibration on ascending line and its transition from a dual to a non-dual 

heart vibration. Ipso facto, a closure of the energetic supply for a descending line and its collapse under its own 

weight (it reminds vanishing of a black hole by a sucking into own inside). The collapse of a dual world is 

strongly connected with processes that I will describe in this report.   
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The further strong inflow of energy commenced in the evening of 16 September and lasted till 24 September. In 

addition, on 19 September auras from the central Sun reached the Earth that brought the highest – as so 

far – level of descending energies.  

Some people – already ready to receive with their bodies so high frequencies – could feel an immense lightness, 

a big energetic boost and a mood uplift.  

People that are still in the process of their programmes release could feel intense emotional reactions or felt 

tired, asleep. They also experienced a manifestation of life events that ask for attention and let go and that has 

not been so far noticed.  

The identification of reaction to flowing in light waves could be a very good barometer, how much our body is 

ready to absorb and pass large energetic doses.  

At the same time, exactly at night of 21 to 22 September a very strong process of cleansing the collective 

memory took place. In addition, from all timelines the let go of reminding patterns and energetic 

recordings connected with other timelines took place. The arrangement of each timeline is necessary so the 

process of the increase could run further without any disruption on each line, according to their events scenario. 

Meaning that an access to mixing and connecting time lines has been fully closed.   

To remind (I described various timelines in details in a June 2022 report): overall we talk about two timelines 

(ascending and descending). Moreover, an ascending line – depending on the amount of completed DNA 

strands of a particular being – split up to three paths: (1) transition and further evolution on Tara, (2) transition 

and further evolution on Gaya or (3) a direct ascension to a field of a pure consciousness.   

Between 22-24 September approximately 10% of beings with completed 12 DNA strands connected all of 

their helices into one. Meaning they completed fully a crystallisation of their physical bodies. This group is 

physically ready to transfer to a higher dimension. By the end of the year this group will be joined by a 

reminder of beings with completed 12 DNA strands.  

On a physical level it could be felt (especially at night 21/22 September) as a very strongly penetrating to the 

bone marrow cold that lasted in some cases even few hours. After the cold a strong wave of heat commenced. 

And for 1-2 days a flu symptom may have appeared.  

The whole time in a collective field there is an intense process of clearing all what is low vibrating. Effects 

of same will be visible more in October and subsequent months as a lack of effectiveness in actions of low 

vibrating side, further passing away of beings and revelation of information.  
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(2) 

October will bring a continuation of human bodies transformation process (I wrote about it more also in 

May and June 2022). The transformation will embrace especially endocrine glands (that may result in the 

functioning: changes/disruption in a sleep rhythm and wakefulness, changes in a physical activity, 

changes in eating habits – quality/amount) and human brain (a big clarity of thinking, easiness in linking 

information, speeding in finding solutions). Changes in the energetic systems of people are to allow them 

to reach higher and higher levels of personal powers (so to absorb higher and higher amounts of energy 

through their bodies).  

Energetic symptoms of these processes can be felt in the bodies as tingling in the back and arms. On the chakras 

level, in the heart chakra (rhythm disturbances, palpitations) and the throat chakra (hoarseness, scratching, 

cough). It is important to be cautious to one’s needs, especially with regards to a diurnal rhythm and a need for 

a rest.    

(3) 

In October commences for good the most important global process, that will definitely split time lines (its 

finish can be seen in the energetic field on Spring 2023). It concerns a fully completed mutation of a solar 

plexus (from undulating in nature to a fixed one). I add that on an individual level some people 

commencing 22 September can experience a foretaste of that change.  

About solar plexus mutation that is responsible for a human evolution transition I mentioned already in July and 

August 2019 reports (see ‘Humanity on a turn. A change in 2027 parts 1-3’ and in the energy report from March 

2022). This mutation concerns only an ascending time line.  

In a nutshell. A solar plexus that had an undulating nature has so far been responsible for emotions. It 

was energized by a base chakra (fear, aggression) or a sacral chakra (desire, a need of possession). Those 

two lower based chakras are connected with directing our attention to an external. So low vibrating emotions 

are triggered by the external factors. A human being has no influence on external factors as such (although 

many claim the opposite), these emotions were not predictable in its intensity, could appear and disappear 

unexpectedly, last for unknown time period. They oscillated between extreme states. They looked like a 

sinusoid. And even though some people by nature are not emotional, when encountered a collective emotional 

field these beings also could experience suddenly irritation, lack of patience, anger, excitement, sadness etc. 

(People that I have done for the energy-psychological reports know that it concerns those who have undefined 

solar plexus).  

We could say that emotional triggers could be all external situations where a human being ‘depended’ on 

an external factor. These could be for example interpersonal relations or other daily situations. On the 

pattern level it was connected with expectations (something must be this) and disappointment (something 

it not this). The key element played ego-mind.  
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In October we can expect the biggest – so far – and the most to be felt change connected with a mutation in 

the area of a collective solar plexus. A solar plexus – on a collective level will start having a fixed nature. It 

is possible because enough beings have completed their own transformation at same.  

A solar plexus will stop being powered up by low vibrating energies from lower based chakras and will 

direct towards a heart. It will commence generate feelings. Feelings are not undulating in nature as 

emotions (emotions come and disappear triggered by an external factor). Feelings are not unpredictable 

and changeable in nature. Feelings are stable and continuous in nature. They are connected with a 

particular inner state of a human being. Feelings are not conditional from external factors. A human 

being connected continuously with their heart constantly experience feelings. An example of a feeling 

(versus emotion) could be love (not be mixed with a desire), happiness (not an excitement) or peace (not 

to be missed with an apathy).  

A solar plexus connects with a heart to create an immense will centre and a true creation of the reality. On the 

individual level it brings a total inner peace and a lack of any felt disturbances in an energetic field of a 

particular person.  

Human being on the ascending timeline that have not completed yet all their DNA strands, their 

stabilisation of the feelings can last for the next few months and will be preceded by extreme states 
(extreme dual spectrum). It concerns one’s own behaviours, external situations and a state of mind. These 

beings can show a big lability in the coming months and can still be prone to noises coming from low vibrating 

beings. This is why it is so important not to give them an access to our own energy field. What could be helpful 

is keeping one’s emotions in control, thoughts discipline and conscious directing of our attention to one’s inside 

or to external high vibrating fields.  

(4) 

That solar plexus mutation will bring for the ascending line in October (and consecutive months) a 

complete humanity freedom (firstly beings with a completed DNA strands) from the influence of low 

vibrating beings. From a vibrational point of view these two groups will stop having mutually influencing 

fields. We could say that the humanity ‘have done their homework’ and moved to the next level of 

consciousness (fourth chakra and collaborating with it a third chakra), to which low vibrating beings 

have no access, because their field of actions are solely vibrations from first and second chakra.  

This is the end of problems with energetic parasites, blocked chakras, energetic attacks and knocking out 

a soul form a body, what I wrote about in the last few reports. I add that summer months and the beginning of 

September this year were the most (comparing to the last 2-3 years) intense in energetic attacks on humans. 

They have been turned on systematically few times a day recently.  

A glimmer of freedom was on 22 September. October will further anchor that change.   
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The partial exit of humanity from a duality is changing completely the balance in energies and will cause 

a partial collapse of a low vibrating side. (Regarding technical aspects of the dual reality decay process I 

wrote in September 2022 report). It links with a central event on 8 September in England. At the moment 

it reminds falling apart dominoes cubes. It will be a fast process (next months). And will be connected 

with emerging completely new solutions (mainly 2023 year).  

(5) 

Due to freedom of ascending line from low vibrating beings, people with completed 12 DNA strands, will 

feel lightly, at peace, with additional vital forces, that will no longer be blocked or noised by low vibrating 

influences. In consequence, it will bring the humanity even faster changes in the matter.  

Regarding hybrid beings (that are the majority in the society) that are on the ascending timeline, can 

appear a temporary state of dissolution and then a big anxiety, tension. Because they will start 

understanding what they have been participating in and what have been happening so far. This is the 

beginning of their own revelation. In the energetic field we will get access to more and more information 

on who is who, also in the spiritual area. It can cause an initial chaos, until the full acceptance of what is 

occurs and reorganisation of resources into constructive ways of acting. The apogee of this will be in the 

coming next three months (November-January).  

For beings that chose the descending timeline the real chaos commences. Here, energetic resources will run our 

very quickly, because the so far sources of power up will stop being accessible. Within this group it means a 

dramatic fight for an energy and a collapsing of their space under its own weight. In this group we will observe 

the most passing aways and overall destruction.  

My thought (especially for the hybrid beings on the ascending line) is to stop sourcing with their own energy 

and attention the scenario for the descending line. It is also worth to take care for one’s vital energy reserve for 

the coming months. It will be useful in the individual change processes.  

(6) 

On the global level October commences also a disassembly and release of the three main pillars of the 

humanity existence: politics-financial system (England), knowledge (Vatican) and economy 

(Washington). These changes started already with September events in England. In the next coming 

months this process will continue. Although, a lot of these event will happen not officially. We will see the 

results of this process in 2023 and consecutive years.  

These big and radical changes Spring next year will on the other hand bring quickly new, good solutions. 

And despite that a low vibrating side will try to stop this process, their resonance on same will weaken 

from a week to a week. Any ‘sensational’, ‘media events’ and other attractors will be to weak to keep that 

colossus on its clay legs alive. Indeed, interesting times ahead of us.   
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(7) 

The solar plexus mutation will anchor in some population a fixed state of being in NOW (concerns beings 

with a completed 12 DNA strands). 

A lot of beings think that a state of being in NOW is with regards to time. That this is a moment between the 

past and the future. This is a false concept of ego-mind from an old dual matrix linked with illusory reality 

perception through a concept of time. The time as such does not exist. True however, it serves the mind for facts 

ordering. In the meantime, a state of being in NOW does not concern time. The mind in NOW concerns 

places and situations (heart perception and non-dual reality).  

A mind in NOW is a full acceptance – though a heart chakra – of what has been just happening. Without 

linking to the past or expectations towards the future. This is allowing for a free flow of life the way it is. It 

does not mean passivity. It means an exact – according to one’s own energetic strategy (see a psychological-

energetic profile) - reaction to happening in NOW circumstances from an Unconditional Love level.  

Personally, I wish all Readers high vibrations and a state of being in NOW.   

With love, Anna Architektura.  

 

 

I also encourage you to read the earlier series of energy reports available at 

https://architekturaosobowosci.wordpress.com/. They not only carry information, but most of all, they anchor new 

energies in people and allow you to maintain a higher vibrational level. 

Anna Architektura, Architektura Osobowości 

Contact:       https://architekturaosobowosci.com/kontakt/   (contact form) 

FB: Architektura Osobowości 

e-mail: profil.architektura@gmail.com 


